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Summary 51 

Numerous studies show that increasing species richness leads to higher ecosystem productivity. This 52 

effect is often attributed to more efficient portioning of multiple resources in communities with higher 53 

numbers of competing species, indicating the role of resource supply and stoichiometry for biodiversity-54 

ecosystem functioning relationships. Here, we merged theory on ecological stoichiometry with a 55 

framework of biodiversity-ecosystem functioning to understand how resource use transfers into primary 56 

production. We applied a structural equation model to define patterns of diversity-productivity 57 

relationships with respect to available resources. Meta-analysis was used to summarize the findings 58 

across ecosystem types ranging from aquatic ecosystems to grasslands and forests. As hypothesized, 59 

resource supply increased realized productivity and richness, but we found significant differences 60 

between ecosystems and study types. Increased richness was associated with increased productivity, 61 

although this effect was not seen in experiments. More even communities had lower productivity, 62 

indicating that biomass production is often maintained by a few dominant species, and reduced 63 

dominance generally reduced ecosystem productivity. This synthesis, which integrates observational 64 

and experimental studies in a variety of ecosystems and geographic regions, exposes common patterns 65 

and differences in biodiversity-functioning relationships, and increases the mechanistic understanding of 66 

changes in ecosystems productivity. 67 

Keywords: biodiversity-ecosystem functioning, stoichiometry, evenness, richness, productivity, Nutrient 68 

Network (NutNet) 69 
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Introduction 70 

The correlation between primary producer diversity and ecosystem productivity is a fundamental and 71 

broadly studied relationship in ecology. This relationship has been addressed mainly using bivariate 72 

approaches, either envisioning diversity as an emergent property of productivity gradients, or proposing 73 

a functional influence of diversity on productivity. The latter reasoning has been advanced by numerous 74 

empirical studies showing that increasing richness (number of species) drives higher productivity of 75 

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems [1–3]. This effect is attributed to more complete resource use in 76 

communities with a higher number of competing species [4,5] or to a greater chance of including a 77 

highly productive species in a more diverse community [6]. The influence of productivity on diversity, on 78 

the other hand, has a long history of debate in ecology, in particular regarding the general presence or 79 

absence of hump-shaped patterns of biodiversity across gradients of productivity [7–12]. 80 

Profitable solutions to reconcile both relationships, the effect of diversity on productivity and vice versa, 81 

have been proposed by models [13] and empirical work [5,14,15]. These studies suggest that we can 82 

advance our understanding of the relationships between productivity and diversity by (i) recognition 83 

that “productivity” refers to different kinds of productivity when invoked for the diversity-productivity 84 

or the productivity-diversity relationship, and (ii) advancing to multivariate approaches which account 85 

for multiple mechanisms acting simultaneously [9,16].   86 

Concerning (i): producer diversity responds not only to the availability of resources (i.e., the potential 87 

productivity), but it also influences the realized productivity, because more diverse communities can use 88 

the resources more completely. With respect to potential productivity, more species can coexist at 89 

higher levels of resource supply if the resources are provided in balanced ratios [13,15]. Stoichiometric 90 

imbalance in resource supply leads to exclusion of poor competitors for the most limiting resource 91 

[15,17] restricting the number of species that can coexist [18]. Indeed, more balanced resource supply 92 

ratios are expected to enhance the chance for coexistence by allowing trade-offs in resource acquisition 93 

to play out [19]. By this theory, changes in absolute and relative availability of resources, not the rate of 94 

biomass production itself, alters producer biodiversity. Conversely, the number and identity of 95 

coexisting species affects how efficiently the available resources are transferred into biomass 96 

production and hence realized productivity. At the same time, an overall increase in resource supply also 97 

will affect the realized productivity directly, with or without changes in biodiversity, a mechanism 98 

underlying the yield increase from agricultural fertilization or the response of ecosystems to 99 

eutrophication.  100 
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Concerning (ii): the evidence that biodiversity responds to potential productivity but also influences 101 

realized productivity [13,14] negates the relevance of simple bivariate analyses, although they are still 102 

commonly used in ecology [8,9]. Instead, multivariate frameworks with resource availability (potential 103 

productivity), biodiversity, and realized productivity as causally-connected components promise greater 104 

mechanistic insight regarding biodiversity-productivity relationships. Cardinale et al. [15] developed a 105 

structural equation model (SEM) to illustrate a multivariate approach, in which availability of multiple 106 

resources is decomposed into two independent components: overall resource availability and the 107 

degree of imbalance among these resources. Their suggested framework was tested with a single 108 

freshwater phytoplankton dataset, which – as predicted – found increased species richness and biomass 109 

with higher resource availability, reduced richness and productivity with increasing resource imbalance, 110 

and greater biomass with increasing richness. 111 

Diversity is comprised of not just the number of species but also their relative abundances: greater 112 

evenness of species relative abundance contributes to greater diversity. Evenness has been less 113 

frequently analyzed in studies on biodiversity-functioning relationships [20], but theory suggests that at 114 

the local scale, dominance by a single species (i.e. low evenness) can result in high biomass production 115 

when the dominant species has a high resource use efficiency [21]. If dominance by this species is 116 

reduced in a more even community, productivity should decrease since any other species will perform 117 

less efficiently. This phenomenon has been confirmed for aquatic [22,23] and terrestrial [24] 118 

ecosystems. Furthermore, a meta-analysis by Hillebrand et al. [25] showed that increased nutrient 119 

supply generally decreases evenness in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, whereas the responses 120 

of species richness were more dependent on context and system.   121 

In this study, we present the first general test of the multivariate framework proposed by Cardinale et 122 

al. [15] across ecosystems (marine, freshwater and terrestrial), and approaches (field observational 123 

studies and experiments). We combined structural equation modelling with meta-analysis, using the 124 

analytical framework proposed by Cardinale et al. [15] for each single study and derived the 125 

standardized path coefficients as effect sizes for the meta-analysis [26]. In addition to the effects of 126 

richness on resource use, we also analysed effects of evenness within the same framework across 127 

systems. Our study, which merges the theory of ecological stoichiometry (ES) with the framework of 128 

biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF), aims to increase the mechanistic understanding of how 129 

resource use transfers into primary production. 130 
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We hypothesized that resource availability would increase realized productivity and species richness 131 

(H1), that resource imbalance would decrease realized productivity and diversity (richness and evenness) 132 

(H2), and that an increased richness would have a positive impact on biomass production (H3). 133 

Furthermore, we expected evenness to have a negative impact on realized productivity (H4), if biomass 134 

production is maintained by few, highly productive dominant species.  135 

Methods 136 

Data sources 137 

We assembled 78 datasets comprising terrestrial, freshwater and marine studies that included 138 

information on available resources and producer diversity. This database contains data from published 139 

experimental and field observational studies across a broad range of habitats and geographic regions 140 

(Table 1), amended by the authors’ own data. All studies provided the number of species (richness) and 141 

69 studies provided evenness, as Pielou’s index [27]. We did not consider experimental studies which 142 

manipulated species richness or composition as this could bias our model results, but we included 143 

experiments that manipulated resource supply (Table S1). To be included in the analysis, studies needed 144 

to contain information on total biomass of producers (realized productivity), producer diversity (at least 145 

richness) and supply of at least two resources. From 78 datasets, 46 contained information on the 146 

supply of three or more resources, mostly nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium (Table S1, 147 

Supplementary Material). Depending on the producer community, realized productivity was measured 148 

as concentration of chlorophyll a, biovolume, aboveground plant biomass, or total carbon content of the 149 

plant tissue. The measurements of resources included photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and 150 

concentrations of total nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and other elements in water or soil. The total 151 

amount of each element was estimated as the sum of organic and inorganic bioavailable fractions. Table 152 

S1 contains information on the resources and the biomass measurement for each study.    153 

Structural equation model (SEM) 154 

To quantify resource availability and imbalance we followed the geometric approach of Cardinale et al. 155 

[15]. To compare resources, we rescaled resource measurements within each study to have a mean of 156 

zero and standard deviation of one. Thus, changes on the multidimensional coordinate system (Fig. 1) 157 

are in units of standard deviation from the mean value of all sampling points within each study. We then 158 

defined a reference vector y, where the change in standard deviation of one resource corresponds to 159 

the equal change in all other resources on the multidimensional coordinate system (Fig. 1). For two 160 
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resources, vector y represents the 1:1 proportion. No specific stoichiometric requirements (e.g. Redfield 161 

ratio of N:P = 16:1) are considered.  162 

The total amount of resources (resource availability, a) was calculated after Cardinale et al. (2009a) as 163 

𝑎 =
∑ 𝑅𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑘
𝑖=1

‖𝑦‖
 

(1) 164 

where y is the reference vector (Fig. 1), and r is the resource vector which can be calculated for any k 165 

number of resources (R) 166 

‖𝑟‖ = √∑(𝑅𝑖)2

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

(2) 167 

The a value represents the total amount of available resources. The value is greater than zero when the 168 

covariance of two resources is positive and below zero if the covariance is negative. Positive a values 169 

represent abundant resources and negative a values represent scarce resources within each study. 170 

In this study, we defined resource imbalance as a degree of deviation in resource supply from the 171 

reference state in given system. This value was calculated as a perpendicular distance b from the 172 

reference vector y (Fig. 1) 173 

𝑏 = {
𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

𝑎

‖𝑟‖
)             𝑎 ≥ 0 

180° − 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝑎

‖𝑟‖
)      𝑎 < 0          

  174 

(3) 175 

To quantify the direct and indirect effects of resource availability and imbalance on realized productivity, 176 

we followed the set of causal relationships proposed by Cardinale et al. [15]. In this model, resource 177 

availability and imbalance each have a direct as well as indirect impact (mediated through diversity) on 178 

the realized productivity. The model was evaluated separately for each study in our dataset using 179 

species number (richness) or Pielou’s evenness as diversity variables. Model fitting was performed using 180 
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maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors in the lavaan package [28] of R statistical 181 

software (R version 3.1.1., R core development team, 2015). Prior to fitting the model, we tested 182 

bivariate relationships between variables to check for nonlinear relationships. Because we found no 183 

significant nonlinearities, no polynomial terms were included in the models. For time series, we first 184 

fitted autoregressive models to the data and used lagged values in SEM. The relative importance of 185 

paths was compared using Fisher’s z-transformed standardized coefficients (γ). A chi-square test was 186 

used to quantify the overall fit of the model. To enable comparison of all the studies in the meta-187 

analysis, no attempt was made to select a best fitting model. Only the models which were not 188 

statistically different from our theoretical model (p(χ2) > 0.05) were used in the meta-analysis and are 189 

illustrated in this manuscript.  190 

Meta-analysis 191 

Standardized path coefficients from the SEMs were used as effect size estimates in the meta-analysis 192 

with the sample variance adjusted by the sample size. To calculate the overall effect size for each path, 193 

we fitted multivariate mixed effects models accounting for differences between study types (field study 194 

or experiment) and ecosystem types (terrestrial, freshwater, marine) using the metafor package [29] in 195 

R (R version 3.1.1., R core development team, 2015). While calculating the summary effect, the effect 196 

sizes from each study were weighted by the inverse of the study variance. Models were fitted using 197 

restricted maximum likelihood estimation and the Q-test was used to test for residual heterogeneity. As 198 

the effects significantly differed between study and ecosystem types, we reanalyzed the data separately 199 

for each group, which reduced heterogeneity considerably. 200 

Results 201 

Impact of resource availability on diversity and productivity 202 

Overall resource availability directly increased realized productivity (standardized coefficient (γ) = 0.15) 203 

and diversity (richness, γ = 0.04; evenness γ = 0.05) (Fig. 2). However, these effects were highly variable 204 

between the studies. In field observational studies, effects of resource availability on producer biomass 205 

(realized productivity) and diversity varied depending on the ecosystem type (Fig. 3 and 4). In forests, 206 

resource availability increased both species richness (γ = 0.15) and evenness (γ = 0.12), but it should be 207 

stressed that this result is due to a single study (GAM01). In grasslands and saltmarshes, resource 208 

availability increased realized productivity (γ = 0.11), but had no effect on richness or evenness. In 209 

freshwater ecosystems, higher resource availability led to higher realized productivity (γ = 0.44) and 210 
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higher species richness (γ = 0.16). Surprisingly, negative effects of resource availability on biomass 211 

production (γ = -0.06) and richness (γ = -0.14) were observed for marine ecosystems. In experiments, 212 

resource availability affected neither richness nor evenness, but had a strong positive impact on realized 213 

productivity in freshwater experiments (γ = 0.61). Evenness was not affected by changing resource 214 

supply in freshwater or in marine systems, and this pattern was consistent among studies (see 215 

Supplementary Material). We found significantly positive effects of resource availability on evenness in 216 

four of 69 studies included in the meta-analysis. The only significantly negative effect of resource 217 

availability on evenness was found in a long-term study on phytoplankton in the western English 218 

Channel (Western Channel Observatory, station L4; γ = -0.19, p = 0.012). 219 

Impact of resource imbalance on diversity and productivity 220 

In general, resource imbalance had no effect on diversity and had a marginal positive effect on the 221 

realized productivity (Fig. 2). The positive effects on realized productivity and species richness were 222 

primarily found in marine ecosystems (Fig. 3), driven by five long-term (11 years) studies on coastal 223 

phytoplankton off the coast of the Netherlands. In freshwater ecosystems, resource imbalance had a 224 

weak negative effect on species richness (γ = -0.05), but in some studies (e.g. eutrophic lakes in the 225 

United States, HILL04) resource imbalance increased richness (Fig. S3, Supplementary Material). 226 

Resource imbalance did not affect productivity in marine or freshwater experiments or in terrestrial 227 

ecosystems.   228 

Interactions between richness and productivity 229 

Overall, richness and realized productivity positively covaried (γ = 0.18) (Fig. 2a). However, separating 230 

study types (field observational study or experiment) highlighted that the significant effects were found 231 

only in field studies. The strongest relationship between richness and biomass production was observed 232 

in marine ecosystems (Fig. 3). The only field study showing a significantly negative effect of richness on 233 

productivity (γ = -0.18, p = 0.038) was a study on plants in saltmarshes (TREIBSEL, Fig. S5, Supplementary 234 

Material). In general, no relationship between richness and realized productivity was found in grasslands 235 

and saltmarshes. 236 

Interactions between evenness and productivity 237 

As predicted, we found an overall negative relationship between evenness and realized productivity (γ = 238 

-0.10) in aquatic and terrestrial studies (Fig. 2b). The strongest relationship was observed in freshwater 239 
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(field studies: γ = -0.42; experiments: γ = -0.38) and in marine experiments (γ = -0.42). In contrast, 240 

productivity increased with evenness in forests (γ = 0.16, p < 0.001). 241 

 242 

Discussion 243 

Across ecosystems and study types the realized productivity of autotrophs was largely influenced by the 244 

availability of resources. In observational studies, these effects were either direct or mediated by 245 

changes in the number of species, confirming previous findings that higher species richness leads to 246 

higher efficiency in resource use and in consequence to higher biomass production [4,14,15,25]. 247 

However, neither resource availability nor imbalance significantly affected evenness, which suggests 248 

that the dominance structure of autotrophs is primarily driven by factors other than resources, such as 249 

trophic interactions or external forces such as warming, drought, salinity or changes in pH. Such effects 250 

on evenness have been previously reported in the literature. For example, a meta-analysis across 251 

ecosystems showed that herbivory enhances producer evenness [25]. Comparably, greater evenness 252 

with lower soil moisture was observed in experimental plant communities [30]. 253 

Surprisingly, in marine ecosystems, biomass and the number of phytoplankton species decreased with 254 

higher resource supply, but increased in response to resource imbalance. These results were largely 255 

driven by studies on pelagic ecosystems off the coast of the Netherlands. These coastal waters are 256 

generally turbid systems with high proportion of dissolved organic nutrients [31]. Consequently, 257 

available nitrogen and phosphorus might be primarily incorporated by heterotrophic microbes and not 258 

by phytoplankton. Including availability of light as one of the limiting resources for phytoplankton 259 

growth in turbid waters could change the shape of examined relationships. Contrasting results for 260 

phytoplankton at the station L4 in the western English Channel (resource availability -> richness, γ = 261 

0.31, p < 0.001; resource availability -> realized productivity, γ = 0.28, p < 0.001; non-significant 262 

relationships with resource imbalance), which contained information on light availability (Table S1, 263 

Supplementary Material), support this interpretation. Station L4 is seasonally stratified and also 264 

characterized by lower turbidity than stations along the coast of the Netherlands [32]. These results 265 

highlight the importance of light availability for autotrophic growth in ecosystems where nutrients are 266 

replete and suggest that interpretation of the resource supply-productivity relationships in plants, 267 

particularly in aquatic systems, might be misleading if the influence of light is not considered [33].   268 
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In aquatic experimental studies and unmanipulated grasslands, we found significant relationships 269 

between resource availability and realized productivity, but no significant effect of resource availability 270 

or imbalances on diversity. These results are broadly consistent with previous meta-analyses, for 271 

example Elser et al. [34] demonstrated that across ecosystems, productivity generally increases with 272 

nutrient supply.  Although experimental nutrient supply in many ecosystems tends to lead to loss of 273 

plant evenness or richness [25], the diversity of unmanipulated grasslands likely arises from many 274 

interacting processes (e.g. resource supply, trophic interactions, invasion, etc.), across a broad range of 275 

observed soil resources.  Thus, in the absence of significantly elevated nutrients, our results 276 

demonstrate that grassland diversity is not tightly coupled to soil nutrients. Further, the richness 277 

gradients in the aquatic experimental studies might not represent biodiversity of natural communities, 278 

thus constraining the responsiveness of diversity to the experimental manipulations [35]. Aquatic 279 

communities in experimental studies may suffer from bottle (enclosure) effects, thereby preventing the 280 

growth of some species while favoring others, particularly with nutrient amendments. Also, strong 281 

nutrient recycling in closed experimental systems might lead to overestimation of the effects related to 282 

enhanced resource supply. In some experiments included in our analysis (Table S1, Supplementary 283 

Material), nutrients were added to the system, often in higher proportions and at different ratios than in 284 

natural environment. Other environmental drivers such as turbidity and grazing effects are altered in 285 

experiments compared with natural systems [35]. 286 

As expected, we found an overall positive effect of species richness on realized productivity of 287 

autotrophs in the field. The only field study showing a negative response of biomass production to 288 

increasing species richness was a study on plants in saltmarshes (TREIBSEL, Supplementary Material), 289 

where salinity and water regime rather than nutrients were the main drivers of diversity and biomass 290 

[36–39]. The limited ability of our model to explain variation in richness and realized productivity in 291 

saltmarshes (only 8% for richness and 4% for realized productivity) seems to confirm that we did not 292 

quantify the key factors influencing this system. Our simplistic model typically explained a large 293 

proportion of variation in biomass production, but only small amounts of variation in diversity (Table 294 

S1), emphasizing the importance of other factors such as disturbance [40] and trophic interactions for 295 

shaping community structure. 296 

The overall negative relationship between evenness and biomass production confirms our hypothesis 297 

that most communities are dominated by a few highly productive species; reducing the dominance by 298 

these species decreases the realized productivity. Biomass production increased with evenness only in 299 
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forests, which is consistent with results from a global meta-analysis exploring drivers of diversity-300 

productivity relationships in forests [41]. Higher heterogeneity of functional traits (e.g. shade tolerance, 301 

root traits) in more even forest communities might significantly increase complementarity in resource 302 

use and consequently productivity [41]. However, our model explained only 10% of the variance in total 303 

tree biomass, which again suggests that the measured resources were not the main drivers of the 304 

system in this study. Environmental changes such as management for preferred species [42], stand age 305 

[43] or differences in soil moisture [44] could be potentially more important factors for shaping tree 306 

distribution and biomass.  307 

In general, our analysis emphasizes the importance of diversity for primary productivity of natural 308 

ecosystems. The role of diversity remains largely unappreciated in experimental aquatic studies, 309 

probably because the levels of diversity are limited in these experiments and the effects of 310 

manipulations are often stronger than in the natural environment. Moreover, we Based on the field 311 

observational studies, we can partly support H1 i.e. that resource availability increases producer biomass 312 

and diversity. Resource availability had a positive effect on biomass and richness, but did not affect 313 

evenness except in forests. Interestingly, the direct effect of resource supply on productivity (γ = 0.15 in 314 

the SEM with richness; γ = 0.07 in the SEM with evenness) was overall stronger than the indirect effect 315 

mediated by diversity (for richness: γ = 0.04 · 0.18 = 0.01; for evenness: γ = -0.10 · 0.05 = -0.01), 316 

suggesting that the role of diversity for biomass production across ecosystems is rather weak when 317 

compared to the direct effect of resources on realized productivity, consistent with other such studies 318 

[15,16].  319 

Resource imbalance only reduced diversity in the freshwater field studies (Fig. 2). As this effect was 320 

marginal (γ = -0.05) and did not appear in other types of ecosystems, we reject H2. The surprisingly weak 321 

effects of resource imbalance on diversity and realized productivity can appear as a result of a narrow 322 

range of b caused by limited number of resources included in our analysis (mostly N and P). This should 323 

be further explored using data from studies with contrasting resource ratios and naturally occurring 324 

diversity gradients. In long-term studies, seasonality in resource supply can also play a role in limiting 325 

the absolute range of resource imbalance. Comparing the results among seasons could bring a new 326 

insight into the framework proposed by Cardinale et al. [15] and explored in this article.   327 

As hypothesized, biomass production generally increased with the number of species (H3) but was 328 

reduced in more even communities (H4). However, a positive impact of evenness on biomass was found 329 

in forests, suggesting overyielding in this type of ecosystem. 330 
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In spite of the power of SEM and meta-analytical approaches, our interface has some limitations. First, 331 

our measures of resource availability and imbalance are based on equal supply of resources, ignoring 332 

physiological requirements of the organisms and their stoichiometric plasticity. However, a major 333 

advantage of this measure is that it combines multiple resources despite of their type, units and ranges. 334 

Second, the number of resources included in our analysis is rather low and conclusions might be 335 

misleading if the most limiting resource (e.g. light for aquatic communities) is omitted, as discussed 336 

above. Finally, we incorporated only the effects of resources, because the lack of consistent data for 337 

other potentially important environmental factors would not allow for comparison of effects across 338 

ecosystems. However, the multivariate approach which we used [15] integrates the effects of potential 339 

productivity (total resource supply) on diversity and the effects of diversity on realized productivity, 340 

advancing mechanistic understanding of these relationships. For the first time, this approach has been 341 

applied to datasets spanning a wide variety of ecosystems, elucidating similarities and differences in the 342 

response among ecosystem types.   343 

Although our simple model did not account for all potentially influential drivers of diversity-productivity 344 

relationships (e.g. consumers, disturbance), our meta-analysis demonstrates that in the natural 345 

environment richness significantly affects realized productivity independent of the ecosystem type, 346 

although the absolute effect on biomass was weak. However, we found no evidence that evenness is 347 

directly related to changes in resource supply suggesting that trophic interactions (e.g. herbivory) likely 348 

play a key role in shaping the dominance structure of the producer community. We expect that this 349 

meta-analysis will stimulate further studies evaluating the importance of evenness for ecosystem 350 

functioning.     351 
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Tables 

Table 1. The number of studies included in the meta-analysis on the role of richness (S) and evenness (J) 

in resource use and biomass production of autotrophs. More details on the studies can be found in the 

Supplementary Material (Table S1).  

Study type Ecosystem type Habitat S J 

Field 
observational      

 
Terrestrial 

   

  
Grassland 41 40 

  
Forest 1 1 

  
Saltmarsh 2 0 

 
Freshwater 

   

  
Lake 10 8 

  
Pond 2 0 

  
Rock pools 1 1 

 
Marine 

   

  
Coastal waters 9 9 

  
Brackish waters 3 3 

Experimental  
    

 
Freshwater 

   

  
Mesocosm 3 1 

  
Microcosm 1 1 

     

 
Marine Mesocosm 4 4 

  
Microcosm 1 1 

     

     
Total     78 69 
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Figure legend 

Figure 1. (A) Geometry used to estimate resource availability a and imbalance b. For simplicity, we 

present the concept for only two resources (R1 and R2). k number of resources can be included by 

adding more dimensions. y is the 1:1 reference vector and r is the resource vector. (B) Conceptual 

diagram illustrating causal relationships between resource availability a and imbalance b, diversity and 

community biomass. For more detail see description in text. 

Figure 2. Summary of meta-analysis results for the structural equation model (SEM) with richness (A) 

and evenness (B) over all studies. Shown are effect sizes as standardized path coefficients. n is the 

number of studies. Blue and red paths are positive and negative relationships, respectively and grey 

paths are non-significant relationships. 

Figure 3. Summary of meta-analysis results for the structural equation model (SEM) with richness over 

all studies. Shown are effect sizes as standardized path coefficients. n is the number of studies. Blue and 

red paths are positive and negative relationships, respectively and grey paths are non-significant 

relationships.  

Figure 4. Summary of meta-analysis results for the SEM with evenness (for more detail see Table S2). 

Shown are effect sizes as standardized path coefficients. n is the number of studies. Blue and red paths 

are positive and negative relationships, respectively and grey paths are non-significant relationships. 
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